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Abstract

Besides the diagnostic evaluation of a spectrum, the assessment of its quality and a check for plausibility of its information remains a highly interactive and thus time-consuming process in MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) data analysis. In the automation of this quality control, a score is proposed that is obtained by training a machine learning classifier on a representative set of spectra that have previously been classified by experts into evaluable data and non-evaluable data. In the first quantitative evaluation of different quality measures on a test set of 45 312 long echo time spectra in the diagnosis of brain tumor, the proposed pattern recognition (using the random forest classifier) separated high- and low-quality spectra comparable to the human operator (area-under-the-curve of the receiver-operator-characteristic, AUC > 0.993), and performed better than decision rules based on the signal-to-noise-ratio (AUC < 0.934) or the estimated Cramér-Rao-bound on the errors of a spectral fitting (AUC < 0.952). This probabilistic assessment of the data quality provides comprehensible confidence images and allows filtering the input of any subsequent data processing, i.e., quantitation or pattern recognition, in an automated fashion. It thus can increase robustness and reliability of the final diagnostic evaluation and allows for the automation of a tedious part of MRSI data analysis.
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1 Introduction

Ever since the advent of in vivo MR spectroscopy (MRS), MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) has been attributed a high potential in clinical diagnostics (1). Unfortunately, the easy access of diagnostic information from MRS images and thus their routine clinical use is hindered by a time-consuming, highly interactive process of data analysis. Different methods exist to automate parts of the analysis and to facilitate the operators diagnostic evaluation of a spectrum. Spectral fitting, the most widely used method, estimates the MR signal intensities of different metabolite resonances and allows interpreting the spectral pattern on the basis of a low number of estimated parameters of the resonance line model in a subsequent step (2-6). Other methods derive the information on pathologic alterations of tissue directly from characteristic changes of the spectral pattern, without the prior estimation of resonance line features. In conjunction with MRS data analysis, these approaches are often referred to as pattern recognition methods (7-11).

Ideally, spectral fitting or pattern recognition methods should allow for a completely automated processing of MRSI data. In reality, artifacts may interfere with the employed resonance line model, the pattern recognition may inadvertently be applied to spectra originating from tissue that the algorithm has not been “trained” for, or a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) may lead to unreliable results. Thus, the task of providing an automatic self-control together with the diagnostic procedure itself (12,13) remains a relevant issue when a robust automation of the data processing is desired. In the context of MRSI, such a quality assurance is possible at two different stages: Either by monitoring the spectral quality and thus inspecting the input of the data analysis, or by controlling the output of the processing and testing for plausibility of the results. Linewidth and SNR serve as physical measures of the data quality of the input (e.g., discussed in Ref. 14). In conjunction with pattern recognition, these measures have provided the only means to assure the reliability of the diagnostic procedure so far (15). In an evaluation of the output, estimated Cramér-Rao bounds (CRBs) (16) provide a means to score the validity of the estimated model parameters, such as area or amplitude of a resonance line. If the specified spectral model applies – and no artifacts or additional spurious peaks are present – the estimated CRBs indicate the reliability of the parameter estimates that are used for the diagnostic interpretation of the spectrum. In the automated processing of MRSI data, estimated CRBs have repeatedly been suggested to provide confidence or error images of the output parameters (17-21).

In clinical practice, however, the control of these quality measures is only part of a more complex decision process: In addition to ensuring that estimated CRBs and linewidths are below certain thresholds (14) and that the SNR is sufficiently high (15), a check for abnormal changes of the spectral pattern is mandatory. In spectral fitting, this check allows ensuring that the specified spectral model is appropriate for the acquired spectrum, and in pattern recognition it ensures that the spectral pattern will be recognized by the employed algorithm. Criteria for
rejection of a spectrum are, for example, the presence of doubled or asymmetric resonance lines, large baseline artifacts and residual water peak, or the presence of other, spurious peaks (14,15). Consequently, the tedious visual inspection of spectra remains an integral part of the data processing. Extensive knowledge and experience not only in the diagnostic interpretation of MR spectra, but also in the technical evaluation of the spectral pattern remains indispensable to the operator when using MRSI.

In the present work an approach is proposed which aims at the automation of this visual control, the current “gold standard” of MRSI quality assurance. Its central idea is to mimic the decision process of a human operator and to embody his/her knowledge and expertise in artifact recognition in a machine classifier. Conceptually, this approach is closely related to pattern recognition in the classification of MR spectra of different tissue types (7-11). In practice, the proposed artifact recognition is applicable as follows: In a specific diagnostic task, a representative spectral dataset is collected from clinical routine, comprising both good spectra and spectra containing a variety of spectral artifacts. An expert labels the data, assuring that all spectra with artifacts or insufficient signal quality are rejected and classified as non-evaluable, while good spectra, e.g., of tumorous or healthy tissue, are assigned to the class of evaluable data. Then a multivariate classifier is trained to follow the decisions and the quality assessment of the human expert: In a high-dimensional space spanned by the feature vector of the spectral pattern, a nonlinear decision boundary is learned that separates the training samples of the two classes. When applied to previously unseen data, the classifier establishes on which side of the learned decision boundary a spectrum lies, and thus assigns it to one of the two groups (e.g., class “0” or “1”). Beyond a crisp 0/1 classification, it is also possible to provide a probability between 0 and 1, thus making a fuzzy or “smooth” prediction that better reflects the uncertainty that is inherent when basing a decision on very noisy observations. This approach is pursued in the following, with the 0/1 probability interpreted as a “quality score.” Finally, this score can be displayed as a confidence image to allow for a comprehensive overview of the quality of the spectral data at a single glance. In a fully automated processing, the score can be used to discard spectra characterized by artifacts or insufficient signal intensity, and thus to increase the reliability and robustness of any subsequent diagnostic analysis on the remaining data.

The following section describes the design and implementation of this approach in detail. The method is evaluated on clinical data used for the diagnosis of brain tumor and the monitoring of its recurrence and compared quantitatively with the estimated CRB and SNR criteria, two alternative measures in the automated MRS(I) quality assessment. For the sake of clarity, all of these quality measures are applied individually to the test data, and not in combination (Results section). It should be noted that the proposed method can – or ideally should – be used in addition to, or combined with these other quality measures. Such possible extensions and aspects of the implementation in the clinical routine will be discussed and conclusions will be offered in the closing section.
2 Material and Methods

Data labeling procedure

Training a classifier requires the availability of a verified dataset providing a “ground truth” on the task to be learned. In the given case, a sufficient number of spectra were labeled in a visual inspection, both to obtain a training set for the design of the classifier and to test the algorithm on a second independent set of labeled data.

The two datasets for training and testing were acquired at the German Cancer Research Center ("dkfz"), Heidelberg, with a routine protocol in the pretherapeutic diagnostics of brain tumors and after therapy, using two 1.5T MR scanners (Magnetom Vision [training set] and Magnetom Symphony [test set]; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with commercially available MRSI pulse sequences and the standard head coil (Siemens CP Head coil). The MR spectra were obtained with a double spin-echo sequence with water signal suppression and long echo time (2D PRESS, TR [pulse repetition time] 2000 ms, TE [echo time] 135 ms, 512 data points). The training dataset comprised 36 spectral images from 36 patients with a resolution of 24*24 voxels at a size of approx. 1 cm$^3$, interpolated to 32*32, a total of 36,864 spectra. The test set comprised 26 spectral images from 23 patients, acquired at different timepoints before therapy and during follow-up control, with multi-slice 2D spectroscopic imaging and a resolution of 16*16*8 voxels. Out of these datasets, 21 were used completely, while for one dataset only a subset of five slices (5*16*16 voxels) was available, and for the remaining four only one slice (16*16*1) was available, a total of 45 312 spectra. The approximate size of the voxels was 1 cm$^3$. Differences in the training and test sets were selected on purpose to investigate the methods ability to account for acquisition sequence variability. Approximately 20% of the spectra were acquired from within the PRESS box. For all spectra, resonances with chemical shift larger than $\delta = 3.5$ ppm, in particular the water peak, were removed by HLSVD using jMRUI (22). All spectra were corrected for frequency shifts. Magnitude spectra from the spectral region between 0.5 ppm and 3.6 ppm were used as feature vectors for the pattern recognition. This region comprises resonances assigned to choline (Cho), creatine (Cre), N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), lactate, and lipids. The spectral feature vectors (of length 101) were normalized to unit area (L1-norm) in the region between 1.9 ppm and 3.4 ppm. For the spectral fitting, AMARES (as implemented in jMRUI 2.1 [2]) was used with a fixed shift between Cho, Cre, and NAA, as well as soft constraints on lactate (1.3 ± 0.3 ppm) and lipids (0.9 ± 0.5 ppm). No constraints were applied to the linewidth, and the initialization was chosen to be 10 Hz for Cho, Cre, and NAA, 30 Hz for lipids, and 20 Hz for lactate.

Both training and test datasets were labeled based on a visual inspection of each spectrum. The training data were labeled by one expert. Rejection criteria for a spectrum were the presence of artifacts (due to spurious echoes, water peaks, strong baseline distortions) and poor SNR of Cho, Cre, and NAA peaks. Spectra that could still be interpreted in terms of the diagnostic task remained
in the evaluable class even if their quality was poor, i.e., tumor spectra with high Cho intensities and vanishing NAA and vice versa for spectra of healthy tissue. This procedure assigned 2724 spectra to the high-quality/evaluable class (termed “nice” for short) and 34 140 spectra to the artifact/ non-evaluable class (termed “noise” for short). To ensure operator independence in the crucial definition of a “ground truth” for the test data, all 45 312 spectra were labeled twice and independently by two experts (one of them having labeled the training set), according to the same criteria as above. In total, 38 998 spectra were assigned to the “noise” class by both experts, and 5311 to the “nice” class. For a set of 1003 spectra – nearly all of ambiguous quality – no consensus was obtained, resulting in a third, “intermediate” class. As a consequence, two binary partitions were defined and statistically evaluated: first, “nice” versus “intermediate & noise” representing a conservative assessment of the data quality; second, “nice & intermediate” versus “noise” under less rigid requirements on the data quality.

Spectral quality assessment using the NoN score

The quality measure proposed in this work (termed nice-or-noise score, NoN) was obtained from a multivariate classifier, called “random forest” (23), which was trained to distinguish automatically between the spectral patterns of the “nice” and “noise” classes. Random forest is a recently proposed ensemble classifier based on decision trees. In contrast to conventional classification trees, a whole ensemble – or “forest” – of decision trees is trained, and their individual decisions are pooled in the decision process. To obtain this tree ensemble from a single dataset, the classifier uses “random splits” (23) to randomize over the input features in the induction of the tree. In addition, a bootstrapping – as in “bagging” (23) – is pursued in the training process, generating slightly perturbed training data subsets and thus allowing for a degree of independence among the trees in the ensemble. Advantages of this algorithm are its high performance, which is comparable to other popular multivariate classifiers such as support vector machines or neural networks and, more important, its ease of training (standard parameters often perform close to optimal). In the given task the feature vectors of the magnitude spectra (see data section above) were used as inputs, without further feature transformation or selection to a freely available implementation of random forests (24) (with standard parameter settings ntree = 500 and mtry = 10).

When applied to new data, the random forest is able to return a probability on the membership of either the “nice” or “noise” class. This probability, termed NoN score, is the quality measure proposed in the present work and used in the following.

Spectral quality assessment using established scores

For evaluation the classifier was applied to the second dataset. The NoN score was compared with standard spectral quality measures based on the SNR and
estimated CRBs. Although Cramér-Rao theory only provides lower bounds on the actual standard deviation (SD) of the estimated parameters, asymptotically the employed least squares approach (AMARES) is known to yield a minimum variance unbiased estimator (25). Assuming that the model assumptions underlying the line fitting are valid, this means that the CRBs are close to the true SDs and it is customary to use them as an estimate of these. Here, approximate CRBs were determined for the amplitudes of the Cho, Cre, and NAA resonances using jMRUI (estimating the noise SD from the residue). The results were divided by the absolute value of the respective amplitude, providing lower bounds on the normalized SDs. Since all three metabolites are deemed important in the detection of recurrent tumor (26), the minimum of the three values served as a Cramér-Rao quality measure (CR). As estimates on the CRBs are only provided by jMRUI when the spectral fitting succeeds for all defined metabolites (here: including lactate and lipids, relevant in the evaluation of tumor spectra), this measure could only be calculated for 26,747 voxels (59.0%, 3221/536/22,990 nice/intermediate/noise). The SNR was calculated from magnitude spectra as the quotient between the maximum intensity of either the Cho, Cre, or NAA resonance, and the SD of the signal in a spectral region distant from known metabolites, at chemical shift larger than $\delta = 6$ ppm.

**Quantitative comparison of spectral quality scores**

All three quality measures resulted in continuous output scores and had to be compared with a binary ground truth. For a quantitative comparison the following performance measures were applied to the results on the test data (using the statistical programming language R (27) with the ROCR package (28)): First, the receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) was calculated, allowing determination of sensitivity (= true positives/all positives) and specificity (= true negatives/all negatives) for every possible threshold on the continuous score. Summarizing the curve by its integral and in a single number which can be compared more easily, the area-under-the-curve (AUC) was also calculated (AUC = 1 indicating perfect discrimination and AUC = 0.5 indicating no discrimination at all). Second, the convex precision-recall curves were determined. This measure is similar to the ROC curve, but allows focusing on the classification errors of one of the two classes (here: positives = “nice” or “nice & intermediate”) using precision (= true positives/(true positives + false positives)) and recall (= true positives/(true positives + false negatives) = sensitivity). Finally, the maximum F-measure was determined, summarizing the precision-recall curve in a single number by calculating the evenly weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall ($F = 2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}/(\text{precision} + \text{recall})$). The measures were assessed on both binary partitions of the test set (“nice” vs. “intermediate & noise,” “nice & intermediate” vs. “noise”), globally on the whole data and individually for each single acquisition, thus allowing assessing the inter-patient variability.
Figure 1: Experts’ labels (“ground truth”) and quality measures on exemplary test data. From left to right: adjacent MRSI slices of one 3D detection volume. From top to bottom: 1) ground truth, black corresponds to high quality (“nice”), white corresponds to low quality (“noise”), gray shows intermediate voxels where human experts disagreed; 2) NoN score proposed here; 3) SNR, black pixels have a value above 30%; 4) NAA line amplitudes from spectral fitting; 5) Cramér-Rao score (white indicates also: no standard deviation available, see text).

3 Results

An overview of the performance of the different measures is provided for an exemplary 3D MRSI detection volume of the test set (Fig. 1). In the central regions of the data volume that are properly excited by the pulse sequence, the ground truth maps indicate a high spectral quality, deteriorating toward lateral voxels (row 1). Spectra of the intermediate/undecided quality class are found between high and low quality. Notably, the experts labels also indicate spectra of low quality within the excited volume (slices 3, 4), illustrating that regions of non-evaluable spectra also occur in thoroughly planned acquisitions with well-placed excited volumes. Regions that are assigned a high quality by the proposed nice-or-noise classification (NoN score displayed as confidence images, row 2) tend to follow the assessment of the human operator in many details (e.g., slices 2, 3). The SNR (row 3) also emphasizes these regions, but lacks the sharp contrast of the NoN score between regions of high quality and non-evaluable background (slices 2, 3, 7). Amplitudes from the spectral fitting and normalized SD of the amplitudes (rows 4, 5) allow for a rough localization of the evaluable parts of the spectral volume, but reject many of the spectra at the border of the high-quality areas. As visible in the amplitudes of NAA (row
Figure 2: Average spectra of the test dataset: median (black) along with 25% and 75% quantiles (gray) and outliers (dashed). Peaks from left to right, Cho, Cre, and NAA. Spectra grouped according to the quality score proposed (NoN). From top to bottom: NoN > 0.99, 0.99 ≥ NoN > 0.8, 0.8 ≥ NoN > 0.3, 0.3 ≤ NoN. All spectra from the last group are rejected as non-evaluable.

4), the failure of some of the spectral fits results in a number of voxels without confidence measure when using the CR rule (row 5) and thus diminishes the diagnostic value of the measure in the given setting.

Although the MRSI detection volume of Fig. 1 is a representative example of the test set, each of the different measures can be studied qualitatively in more detail. When grouping the spectra of the test set according to the NoN score (Fig. 2), high scores coincide with a stable spectral pattern showing low variance (top). The average pattern in the lowest quality group (“noise,” rejected) is obscured by noise and artifacts (Fig. 2, bottom). Figure 3 visualizes the estimated Cramér-Rao lower bound on the error on the amplitudes, normalized by the absolute value of the amplitude for each spectrum (14). Evaluable and non-evaluable data separate, although the rigid ratio-rule with a threshold of 30% or more results in a high number of erroneously accepted spectra. The figure demonstrates that the application of a more flexible decision rule, e.g., a nearest-neighbor classification on the “nice” data, will yield a considerably higher specificity. The scatter-plots (Figs. 3 and 4) allow comparing the SNR
and CR ratio against the NoN score. Here, spectra can easily be separated according to NoN score and SNR, whereas the CR ratio of the two classes shows considerable overlap both in the scatter-plot and when studying the corresponding marginal distributions of the different groups (Fig. 5).

The ROCs and precision-recall-curves are statistical rank-order measures that summarize the different distributions under objective criteria (Fig. 6). AUCs and F-values provide concise summaries of these curves (Table 1). For all three methods it is easier to separate the high quality group (“nice”) from intermediate and noisy spectra than to separate both high and intermediate quality data from noise (Fig. 6; Table 1). No general differences can be observed between the full dataset and the subset of successfully fitted spectra, or between the full dataset and the subset of spectra from within the PRESS box. The ROCs of the different measures show that the SNR and CR perform similarly well, while the NoN score performs better than either. The same ranking of the three methods can be observed when studying the precision-recall curve that quantifies the recovery of the high-quality data (Fig. 6). If a false rejection of, e.g., 5% evaluable spectra (nice & intermediate) from within the PRESS box is tolerated (recall 95%, dotted line in the right box of Fig. 6), this will result in 4% falsely accepted noise spectra (96% precision) when relying on the NoN score. The false acceptance rate is 15% for SNR and 19.5% for the CR rule. These results stem from a pooled analysis of the data of all patients; applying the same analysis to single patients allows assessing the inter-patient variation and the robustness of the measures (Figs. 7 and 8). For both binary separations of the test dataset (“nice” vs. “intermediate & noise,” “nice & intermediate” vs. “noise”), the ROCs of the NoN score reveal a high sensitivity for nearly all of the 26 test datasets. In a few cases the NoN score is able to separate the
Figure 4: Scatter-plot of quality score (NoN) vs. SNR (left) and CR ratio (right). Shown are spectra from within the PRESS box only. Green dots indicate “nice” spectra, red dots represent intermediate/undecided, and black dots correspond to “noise” spectra. The separation according to either SNR or NoN score is clearer than according to the CR ratio, as evidenced by the estimated marginal distributions shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Separation of the three quality groups according to the different measures showing the estimated marginal distributions of the different groups (“nice,” undecided/intermediate, “noise”) on the vertical axis (“probability density function”). Shown are spectra from within the PRESS box only. The probability density function of the NoN function has been truncated in the left box.
Figure 6: Performance of the three quality measures. ROC of all spectra (left), ROC of spectra from within the PRESS box (middle), and precision-recall-curve of the same subset (right). The solid lines indicate performance for the classification of “nice” vs. “intermediate & noise,” dashed lines indicate “nice & intermediate” vs. “noise.” The dotted vertical line is discussed in the results section. All curves are summarized by the measures in Table 1. The NoN score performs better than the other two measures both on the whole data and on the spectra within the PRESS box.

data perfectly. SNR and CR perform well on some datasets, but have a weaker performance both on average and for most individual patients (as visible in the density plot of the AUCs, Fig. 8).

4 Discussion

Fields of application

The proposed NoN score is a measure to automatically control the input of a spectral analysis. In pattern recognition, which is attributed to a high potential in certain applications (9-11,29), a control of the spectral signal is a necessary element to ensure the reliability of the diagnostic process. Here the proposed quality measure might be of the highest relevance. Considering the similarity in the methodology of diagnostic pattern recognition and NoN score, the latter can be seen as an extension of the former.

A multi-class decision system, such as in Ref. (15), could easily be extended by a “noise” class. In a spectral fitting the estimated Cramér-Rao lower bound on the error of the amplitudes provides a confidence measure on the output of the processing. However, it is only an assessment of a lower bound on the error, while the real error can be of arbitrary magnitude, if the spectrum cannot be modeled appropriately by the spectral model used, i.e., if artifacts or other deviations of the model were present in the data. This might also be a possible reason for the comparatively weak performance of the CR rule on the given dataset. To circumvent this problem the additional application of the proposed artifact recognition can be used to automatically flag spectra that do not correspond to the expected spectral pattern, and thus to increase the robustness of
Figure 7: ROCs for single patients (N = 26). Top: “nice” vs. “intermediate & noise.” Bottom: “nice & intermediate” vs. “noise.” Quality measures as indicated.
Figure 8: AUCs of ROCs for single patients: distribution of NoN score, SNR, and CR rule. Left: “nice” vs. “intermediate & noise.” Right: “nice & intermediate” vs. “noise.” Graphs indicate kernel density estimates (kernel width = 0.05), while vertical lines below the graphs indicate single observations, corresponding to one patient each.

In applications in which a high degree of automation is not required, the NoN score can be displayed as a standard confidence image (Fig. 1). As a probability, the NoN score is always bound between zero and one and can thus easily be displayed with a fixed color scale, in contrast to the other measures which often range over several orders of magnitude (see Figs. 4 and 5) and need further transformations for an optimal display (e.g., truncation, scaling (21), two-dimensional color-maps, and other operator-dependent actions). The NoN score provides one comprehensive confidence value resulting in a single image, which is easier to represent and survey than a whole set of different maps, displaying parameters like SNR plus linewidth, or the estimated CR bounds on several parameters of the resonance line model (17,21).

Generalization of the approach

Although we have relied on one particular classifier – random forests – we also expect that other, preferably nonlinear, classifiers such as mixture models, neural networks, or support vector machines will do as well. The collection of a representative test set with a high number of spectra is mandatory for any application, although it is neither as difficult as the preparation of such a collection for a diagnostic classification, nor overly time-consuming. Keeping acquisition parameters such as TE and TR fixed, it was easily possible to change the instrumentation (from Magnetom Vision to Magnetom Symphony), indicating a
robustness of the pattern classification against some parameter changes. Changing acquisition parameters which only changed the quality of the spectral signal did neither affect the process of training the classifier nor its general applicability. It was possible, for example, to have different point spread functions during the acquisitions (24*24 resolution during training, 16*16 for the test) or to interpolate the spatial resolution after the acquisition of the data (from 24*24 to 32*32 in the training set). Such operations will, however, affect the resulting NoN score in the same way that they affect the general quality of the spectral signal.

Changes in acquisition parameters which modify the general appearance of the spectral pattern, on the other hand, may require the collection of a new set of training samples and retraining the classifier. Such a retraining under different clinical settings (30) was performed to obtain a quality assessment of long echo time (TE 135 ms) 1H-MR spectra of the human prostate, resulting in a quality score that performed as well as the one in the present study. An evaluation of the quality classification on short echo time data is open to further studies, although general limitations of the proposed approach are not expected (compare Refs. 9,31).

Automated processing

The ultimate goal remains to obtain the metabolic information of MR spectra in a completely automated fashion, in order to enable the integration of MRSI analysis with the standard set of techniques for routine clinical diagnostics (1). This requires high robustness and reliability of the applied MRS evaluation routines and demands high performance in the monitoring of the procedures. In the present test set the proposed quality score did not reach 100% accordance with the experts’ labels (although the accuracy of “ground truth” always remains questionable to some degree when derived from human operators). However, the precision-recall plot indicates (Fig. 6) that a readjustment of the acceptance threshold on the quality score allows trading between rejected data volume and quality of the remaining data. First results on data acquired under the same protocol as in the present study, using a pattern recognition approach (11) to detect the presence of recurrent brain tumor, indicate that this tradeoff increases the reliability of an automated processing. Here, an automated pattern recognition had been trained on the data of an earlier medical study (26) using standard chemometric methods (partial least-squares regression) to discriminate between the spectral patterns of different tissue classes. In a test, this classifier was applied to another set of 269 spectra (of 31 patients), labeled according to follow-up examinations as “normal” (151 spectra) or “tumorous” (118 spectra, including tumor border). The automated classifier reached an accuracy of 93.3% on the full test dataset, but a rejection of 60 spectra labeled as non-evaluable by the NoN score (34/26 normal/tumor) increased the overall performance to 100% (32). In this case misclassification between the tissue types occurred on low-quality spectra only, and these were successfully removed by using a predefined threshold on the NoN score.
Implementation and extensions

The central idea of the presented approach is to classify the quality of a spectrum by an algorithm that has learned its decisions from previously labeled data. This idea can be extended into several directions: The present approach checks the pattern of the spectrum and thus the input to the processing. Alternatively, a classifier could be used to check for remaining peaks or structures in the output of the processing, i.e., in the residue of a spectral fitting (33). Obviously, this procedure would allow indirectly evaluating whether the line model of the spectral fitting was chosen appropriately. So far, this evaluation is a major reason for the tedious visual inspection of a spectrum and its line fit. Also, as mentioned at the beginning, standard quality measures like SNR, or linewidth and CR bound of the spectral fitting, could easily be integrated into an automated quality classification: Either all measures – SNR, linewidth, CR bound, and NoN score of the spectral pattern – could be used as input to a second classifier, or SNR, linewidth, CR bound, and so forth could be used to augment the spectral pattern, thus adding extra dimensions to the feature vector of the space in which the nonlinear classifier operates. As mentioned above (Fig. 3; Results section), a classifier which automatically checks the outcome of a spectral fitting – amplitudes and standard deviations – for plausibility on a certain diagnostic task without a classification of the spectral pattern itself, can be designed as well. Once multi-modal decision support systems become available (34), external information, e.g., originating from other MR imaging modalities, can also be considered in the test for plausibility of the spectral information, and decision rules on the data quality as implemented in Ref. (34) can be extended. Finally, it is possible to extend the basic “nice” versus “noise” decision to a more detailed classification of “nice” versus “noise (lipids)” / “noise (unremoved peaks)” / “noise (low signal intensity).” Training sets for all of these classifiers are either available from the library of the decision support system (15) or can be acquired with limited effort specifically for a diagnostic routine at any clinical center.

5 Conclusion

The approach of using a classifier in the quality control of MRSI data allows to rank the spectra according to their quality (Fig. 5). When displayed in confidence images, the proposed NoN score has a high contrast as a result of a superior class separation between high- and low-quality data, and mimics the decisions of the human operator in great detail (Fig. 1). In the quantitative comparison against standard measures (CR, SNR), the proposed NoN score could recover high-quality data at a lower number of false positives, and performed better than the other approaches both globally and in a per-patient evaluation.

For pattern recognition in particular, the proposed approach allows designing rules for an automated quality assurance that allows for more complex decisions than a simple threshold operation on linewidth and SNR. In a spectral fitting
the proposed quality score could be used to automatically separate data that are
deemed non-evaluable by a human operator and thus to increase the reliability of
the output. A combination of the proposed pattern recognition on the spectral
pattern with quality measures such as CR, SNR, or linewidth is possible in both
cases.

The presented algorithm has the potential to automate technical overhead
and to ease the work of the human operator significantly. In a fully automated
processing it can help to narrow the evaluation to data that are safe to interpret
and thus are likely to be processed without error.
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